Abstract. Detecting interest points is a key component of vision-based estimation algorithms, such as visual odometry or visual SLAM. Classically, interest point detection has been done with methods such as Harris, FAST, or DoG. Recently, better detectors have been proposed based on Neural Networks. Traditionally, interest point detectors have been designed to maximize repeatability or matching score. Instead, we pursue another metric, which we call succinctness. This metric captures the minimum amount of interest points that need to be extracted in order to achieve accurate relative pose estimation. Extracting a minimum amount of interest points is attractive for many applications, because it reduces computational load, memory, and, potentially, data transmission. We propose a novel reinforcement-and ranking-based training framework, which uses a full relative pose estimation pipeline during training. It can be trained in an unsupervised manner, without pose or 3D point ground truth. Using this training framework, we present a detector which outperforms previous interest point detectors in terms of succinctness on a variety of publicly available datasets. Fig. 1 . State-of-the art interest point detectors are designed to yield a large amount of repeatable interest points. Instead, we propose to train a network to detect a minimum amount of interest points that are sufficient to obtain accurate relative pose estimates. Previous methods typically extract several hundred interest points for pose estimation. In contrast, our detector extracts less than one hundred interest points. The per-pixel score produced by our detector is shown on the right. Circles indicate extracted interest points (inliers in green, outliers in red). Green lines indicate correct matches.
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Visual odometry (VO) and visual simultaneous localization and mapping (VS-LAM) are essential ingredients for any robotic system that aims to visually navigate through an unstructured environment without external help. Examples of state-of-the-art VO/VSLAM systems are [1, 2, 3, 4] or systems that additionally make use of an inertial measurement unit (IMU) such as [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . What most of them have in common is that they extract, as a first step, a sparse set of interest points from the images that they process. These interest points are then used for pose estimation using algorithms such as the eight-point [10] , five-point [11] , or P3P [12] algorithm. As a consequence, the interest points must be repeatable: if an interest point is detected in one image, it should also be detected in any other image observing the same scene. Popular metrics to measure this property under different conditions are repeatability and the matching score [13, 14] . They are prominently used in state of the art feature detectors and descriptors [15, 16, 17, 18] .
In this work, we pursue an alternative metric, which we call succinctness. Repeatability tends to depend on the amount of points that are extracted: the more points are extracted, the more likely it is to have correct correspondences between interest points detected in different images, and thus the higher repeatability tends to become [16, 17] . With succinctness, we specifically explore how few points can be extracted in order to still obtain accurate pose estimates. While repeatability still matters, it is not important that it applies to as many points as possible; instead, it is sufficient that only a small amount of interest points is repeatable, as long as they have consistently the highest rank in different images.
Having as few interest points as possible has many advantages in VO and VSLAM. Firstly, it reduces the computational cost of many algorithms: triangulation, bundle adjustment, relative pose estimation after loop closure, etc., all run faster with less extracted interest points. Secondly, it similarly reduces the memory footprint of representing large maps. Finally, it reduces the bandwidth requirements of multi-robot VSLAM systems [19, 20, 21] . In all of these applications, it is furthermore important that the interest points are sufficiently distributed in the image, otherwise they result in a degenerate relative pose estimate.
To achieve succinctness, we present an unsupervised training method which reinforces succinct interest points selected by a convolutional neural network (CNN). Firstly, it reinforces interest points that are correctly matched in structurefrom-motion (SfM). Secondly, it uses a rank loss as proposed in [17] to ensure that correct matches are preserved even if the number of extracted points is reduced (see Fig. 3 ). While previous work would obtain matching patches from ground truth labels or synthetic warping, we instead use SfM in the training loop to determine correct matches from consistency only. This allows training from unlabeled image sequences. It also allows us to inherently capture SfMspecific interest point requirements in the detector training, including requirements of the used descriptor. The resulting CNN outperforms previous interest point detectors with respect to succinctness on real world datasets, even though succinctness is not expressed in the loss function. The code to extract SIPS and reproduce our results will be made publicly available.
Contributions
To sum up, the contributions of this paper are:
1. The introduction of the succinctness metric which allows to quantify how few interest points can be extracted with a given interest point detector while achieving an accurate pose estimate based on these interest points. 2. An unsupervised interest point detector training framework and a resulting detector that achieves high succinctness. In contrast to previous training methods, SfM is part of the training loop. This allows the training to account for SfM needs, while training on real data. Furthermore, the loss is formulated in a way that requires neither pose nor 3D point ground truth.
Related Work
Classically, interest points have been selected from distinctive image locations, that is, image locations which significantly differ from neighboring image locations. Whether an image location is distinctive can be determined explicitly [22] or using a first-order approximation such as the Harris [23] or Shi-Tomasi [24] detector. Alternatively, distinctive interest points can be detected by convolving the image with a suitable kernel, such as the Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG), or its faster approximation, the Difference of Gaussians (DoG) kernel, prominently used in [25] . Other filter-based detectors have been proposed by [26, 27] . Finally, another method for detecting interest points is to explicitly identify image regions that resemble corners. Iteratively, gradually more efficient ways to do this have been proposed by [28, 29, 30] and have found widespread popularity with [31] due to its highly efficient implementation. An interesting challenge in interest point detection is ensuring that the detection is independent of scale and affine transformations. Scale invariance can be achieved using multi-scale detection [32] , while affine invariance, in particular invariance to rotation is already given for most aforementioned detectors. The problem with relying on distinctiveness as interest point selection criterion is that it does not necessarily result in high repeatability, unless all distinctive points are selected. A more refined interest point selection criterion is needed if one wants to preserve repeatability when extracting less points. Some of the aforementioned works have attempted to derive such a criterion based on models or heuristics. An alternative and more promising method to deriving this criterion is data-driven, using machine learning. An early method based on a neural network has been proposed in [33] , though it was limited to three layers due to the computational constraints of the time, and also only applied to the edge regions of an image. Subsequently, [34, 35, 36] used other types of regression functions to learn detectors.
Recently, [15] proposed a fully trained deep neural network pipeline for feature detection and description. Their pipeline comprises a network for interest point detection, a network for estimating the orientation of the feature, and a network for the description of that feature. Their training relies on obtaining image patches as input, which are obtained from a prior detector. While their detector network does not explicitly imitate the prior detector, it is not clear whether this pre-selection does not limit the points that can be detected with the learned detector. Furthermore, no mechanism is in place to ensure repeatability also when few points are extracted. An interest point detector which is trained using a covariance constraint, a loss function that ensures that the detector response is covariant with image transformations, has been proposed by [16] . In contrast to [15] , this should impose less limits on what points can be trained to be detected, but also here there is no mechanism to account for repeatability at low interest point counts.
More recently, [17] discovered the very useful properties of rank loss, which we adopt and describe in detail in Section 5. In short, they showed that if scores for patches of corresponding points are consistently ranked between two images, useful interest points automatically emerge from the highest-and lowestranked points. From this, they derived a rank loss with which they trained networks to provide such a score. The networks have been trained either with data containing ground truth correspondences or with synthetically warped data. While we believe that rank loss is a key to achieving succinctness, the authors have not evaluated their method at as low interest point counts as we target. Besides providing an evaluation for succinctness at very low interest point counts, we also extend the rank loss methodology of [17] to be trained with structure from motion (SfM) in the loop. This not only takes effects of SfM into account, but also allows the network to be trained without ground truth or synthetic warping. Most recently, [18] have proposed a three-step training methodology where the last step allows joint training of detector and descriptor. Also here, there is no mechanism to ensure repeatability at low interest point counts and also here, SfM is not part of the training loop.
All previously mentioned works as well as our work tackle interest point detection. In particular, our goal is to determine succinct interest points at detection time. An alternative approach would be to first extract and describe a large set of interest points, and then reduce them to a minimal set sufficient for localization in post-processing. Several approaches exist where this reduction is based on whether specific features are repeatably detected in multiple images observing the same scene [37, 38, 39, 40, 41] . Interestingly, learning to predict from single images whether already-extracted features are likely to be matched has been already proposed [42, 43] , but in both cases as a filtering step of already-extracted features. Instead, we directly identify (and meaningfully score) succinct interest points in the detector. 
System overview
The training of our detector is coupled to a Structure-from-Motion (SfM) pipeline. See Fig. 2 for an overview of this pipeline. Its goal is to establish the relative pose T 0 1 of two cameras C 0 , C 1 given their images (of the same scene) I 0 , I 1 . As is done classically, we achieve this by extracting interest points P from both images I by calculating a per-pixel score S based on which n interest points are selected using non-maximum suppression (NMS). These points P are matched based on descriptors that can be provided by any descriptor method. Then, a geometric algorithm with random sample consensus (RANSAC) [12] is used to find T 0 1 . More specifically, we consider the case where the depth of the interest points P for one of the two images is already known and use P3P RANSAC. This is most representative of the use cases of relative pose estimation in real visual odometry and SLAM systems, where 3D landmark positions need to be established to guarantee a consistent scale.
Given this pipeline, our goal is to minimize the amount n of points P that needs to be extracted from both images while still achieving a good relative pose estimate. In our pipeline, the part that can be trained is obtaining S from I, which is achieved using a convolutional neural network (CNN). Our core contribution is the development of a methodology for training this CNN in such a way that the full system results in succinct interest points. The CNN architecture is detailed in Section 6.2.
Succinctness
Our goal is to achieve a good relative pose estimate T 0 1 with as small a number of extracted interest points as possible. This section is dedicated to the succinctness metric which we use to quantify the degree to which an interest point detector is able to achieve this goal.
The goal statement encompasses three metrics: the error of T 0 1 with respect to ground truth, which we decompose into rotation error e R and translation error e t , and the number of extracted points n. Different choices of n result in different inlier sets I, which directly affect the estimate T 0 1 . With P3P, the minimal inlier count |I| for a unique solution is four, but requiring more inliers can lead to more accurate relative pose estimation.
We consider the required inlier count k as a parameter and consider the following k-dependent performance metrics for an image pair: n k , the minimum amount of points that need to be extracted from both images to obtain at least k inliers, and e R,k and e t,k , the rotational and translational errors achieved with n k interest points. Formally:
Since each metric will differ for different image pairs, we consider their distribution over a large set of image pairs as overall performance metric of the method. Hence, we randomly sample a predefined amount l of image pairs (I 0 , I 1 ) from the datasets used for evaluation. For each image pair (I 0 , I 1 ) i , i = 1..l, we run the full pipeline with iteratively adapted interest point count until we find n k . This gives us the values of (1) for image pair i: (n k,i , e R,k,i , e t,k,i ). Then, we draw what fraction of samples has values n k,i < n, as a function of n. We call this the succinctness curve:
where 1(P ) is the indicator function, assuming value 1 if predicate P is true and 0 otherwise. See Fig. 5 for examples of such curves. The performance criterion given by this curve is simple: the closer it approaches the top left corner, the better. To characterize this curve with a single number, we calculate the area under this curve (AUC) up to a maximum value n max , and normalize by n max . We refer to this number as AUC-n max :
This function yields values between 0 and 1: 0 indicates that all sampled image pairs require more than n max interest points to achieve |I| ≥ k, whereas 1 indicates the (impossible) ideal case, where all samples achieve |I| ≥ k by extracting n = 0 interest points. The errors e R,i and e t,i are summarized similarly, with the corresponding curves instead indicating the fraction of the samples with errors below a given e R/t , and corresponding AUC metrics.
Training methodology
To describe our training methodology, we first describe our loss function assuming that the inlier and outlier sets I, O are already given in Sections 5.1 and 5.2.
We then discuss the details of how inlier and outlier sets are determined, given an image pair, during training, in Section 5.3. Finally, we discuss how meaningful image pairs are selected from image sequences without relying on pose ground truth in Section 5.4.
Preliminaries
Let p i,j ∈ P i be the j-th extracted interest point in image I i . Then, the structurefrom-motion (SfM) pipeline matches these points from the two images to obtain matches
Not all points in P i will be matched, and out of all matches, some will be matched correctly and others incorrectly. The structure from motion algorithm attempts to recognize correct and incorrect matches based on consistency and accordingly assigns matches to inlier and outlier sets I ⊂ M and O ⊂ M, I ∩ O = ∅. We henceforth use the following shorthands:
indicates that an interest point belongs to an inlier match. We use the analogous shorthand for outliers. And:
indicates the point in the other image matched to p i,j and is only defined if such a matching exists.
Loss Function
Our loss is a function of the inlier and outlier sets I, O and the scores S, see the red part in Fig. 2 . It is defined and back-propagated for each of the two images separately, even though I, O are defined for the image pair. The overall loss L i of image I i is composed of two components, the reinforcement loss L e,i (p) and the rank loss L a,i (p) which are in turn defined for each pixel p ∈ P i . The reinforcement loss reinforces interest points that result in inliers and punishes interest points that result in outliers. Formally, its value for pixel p in image I i is:
otherwise.
The intuition here is straightforward: we want to have, among our minimal, highest ranking interest point set, interest points which are most likely going to contribute to inliers. The rank loss, which we adapt from [17] , encourages that the interest points are ranked similarly with respect to the score S, between the images of the image Fig. 3 . Motivation of the rank loss: Suppose the k1 highest-ranked interest points from images 0 and 1 are all inliers that are matched among themselves. Applying only the reinforcement loss Li,e could result in the situation illustrated on the left, where matching interest points are not consistently ranked among the two images. If we now only extract the k2 < k1 highest-ranked points as interest points (above red line), we can end up in a situation where there is no correct correspondence between the images. The rank loss Li,a is designed to nudge the CNN towards the scenario depicted on the right, where matching points are consistently ranked. In the ideal case, correct correspondences would be obtained with an arbitrarily low k2.
pair. Formally, we denote the rank of an interest point selected in image i as the mapping r i :
Accordingly, r −1 i (r) maps to the interest point in image i with the r-th highest score. With this loss we encourage that corresponding inlier points are consistently extracted also when fewer points are extracted than during training. Why enforcing ranking should result in this is illustrated in Fig. 3 . To encourage consistent ranking, thus, we add the following per-pixel loss:
with r j referring to the ranking in the other image, (i, j) ∈ {(0, 1), (1, 0)}. Put in words, the rank loss pulls the score of an inlier point p towards the score of another point q ∈ P i in the same image, where q is the point whose rank is the same as the rank of the match of p in the other image. With this, the overall loss, per image of a training pair, is:
This loss is backpropagated, for each image separately, using the Adam optimizer [44] at a step size of 10 −5 . In order to achieve good relative pose estimation, interest points need to be well distributed in the image. This means that groups of interest points should not be concentrated around local maxima. While this is taken care of by nonmaximum suppression (NMS) during deployment, it would be desirable that the scores S themselves do not exhibit large contiguous regions with similar, high values. We have found that we do not need to formulate an explicit loss for this, as it is implicitly taken care of by the fact that NMS is part of the pipeline that ultimately generates the inlier and outlier sets used by the loss. This observation is quantitatively supported by our results (Figs. 4) and qualitatively supported by examples of the network output, such as the ones in Fig. 1 , or in Section 9.4 of the supplementary material.
Obtaining the inlier and outlier sets
In order to obtain the inlier and outlier sets I, O, a forward pass of the full pose estimation pipeline is performed, with the current state of the neural network in the loop. Experimental evidence shows that this is able to bootstrap from random weights, provided the extracted interest point count n is high enough. We have found 500 to be a good value for n during training. As for the NMS radius, we have set it to 10 or 15 pixels depending on the dataset -generally, as large as possible without suppressing too many high-scored pixels. The interest points are described using SURF descriptors. We choose SURF because we have found it to provide a good trade-off between computing speed and matching accuracy. However, any other descriptor could be used here -potentially including one that is learned together in the detector as in [15, 18] . In this work, however, we focus on interest point detection only. Based on the descriptors, interest points are matched using the OpenCV BFMatcher. Given M, we use either of two methods to obtain I and O:
The P3P method The preferred method -because it most resembles the envisioned use of the system -is to obtain I and O from P3P RANSAC. This is achieved using the standard implementation in OpenCV. The drawback of this method is that it requires the depths of points P in one of the images. We obtain these using stereo matching for stereo datasets.
The KLT method Without any means to obtain the depths of P, one should theoretically be able to obtain I, O from five-point or eight-point RANSAC using the point-to-epipolar line distance as inlier criterion. Unfortunately, we experienced difficulties with this, obtaining either only a subset of the actual inliers or having to use a RANSAC implementation that took too much time to estimate I, O to be practical. In order to still be able to train our method from monocular image sequences, we propose an alternative method to obtaining valid I and O, based on Lucas-Kanade tracking [45] (KLT). In this method, both P 0 and P 1 are tracked across the images between I 0 and I 1 to obtain P 1 = {T (p 0,j )} and vice versa, where T (p 0,j ) is p 0,j ∈ P 0 tracked from I 0 to I 1 using KLT. M then undergoes the following assignment to I and O:
Besides enabling training on monocular image sequences, this approach has the advantages that it also works with uncalibrated cameras and that it does not wrongfully punish unmatched interest points which have left the field of view between images. Conversely, it has the disadvantage that it is now not trained with P3P RANSAC in the loop any more. Note however that non-maximum suppression, interest point description and matching are still part of the training.
Selecting good training image pairs without pose ground truth
In this section, we describe how we select the image pairs (I 0 , I 1 ) for training without relying on pose ground truth. This is also achieved with KLT. For each image sequence used as training dataset, we track a large amount of corners n sel across the full sequence and use the FAST detector to constantly detect new corners, such that |P sel | has a constant value. Each point in P sel is either newly detected or tracked from a previous frame.
To generate training image pairs, I 0 is first randomly selected from the full dataset. I 1 is then randomly selected from the images that come after I 0 and which have at least o · |P sel,0 | points in P sel,1 that have been tracked from P sel,0 . If the minimum overlap o is chosen too big, the images in the pairs will be too similar for the network to train viewpoint invariance, whereas if o is too small, this could reduce the chance of successful relative pose estimations and as a consequence wrongfully punish good interest points in the reinforcement loss. We have empirically found a good value for o to be 0.5.
Experiments
We train and evaluate our methodology on the KITTI [46] , Robotcar [47] , Euroc [48] and TUM mono [4] datasets. On these, we compare SIFT [25] , ORB [49] , Predicting Matchability [42] (PredMatch) and LIFT [15] , each treated as a black box which provides interest points, their scores (responses), and their descriptors. For [42, 15] we use the publicly available code, for SIFT and ORB we use the OpenCV 3.4 implementations. Furthermore, we compare Harris [23] , FAST [31] and DDET [16] , where we take our pipeline as depicted in Fig. 2 and replace the Neural Network with the respective scoring function. Finally, we also compare several instances of our trained network, where the instances differ based on the datasets they were trained with. Networks are designated with kt, rc and tm respectively for networks trained with the KITTI, Robotcar and TUM mono datasets. Finally, there is all, which stands for a network trained on all training sequences.
Dataset description
Both the KITTI and the Robotcar datasets are outdoor datasets captured by a car, while the Euroc dataset is captured indoors, by a drone. The TUM mono dataset contains both indoor and outdoor datasets and has been captured with a hand-held camera. Pose ground truth is only available for KITTI, Robotcar and Euroc, so we only use these datasets for evaluation. The TUM mono dataset only contains monocular sequences, so it has only been trained using the KLT method. For the other datasets, both training methods are evaluated. In all datasets, training, validation and testing have been separated strictly and geographically. See Section 9.1 in the supplementary material for details on this separation.
For evaluation in both the KITTI and Robotcar datasets, image pairs are randomly sampled such that the two images are captured within a relative distance δ t of 5 m and a heading difference δ R of less than 30 degrees. For evaluation in Euroc, the distance δ t is reduced to 0.5 m due to it being captured in a smaller space. Image pairs are selected pseudo-randomly, but with a fixed seed, such that all methods are evaluated with the same image pairs. Several example image pairs are shown in the supplementary material in Section 9.4.
Network Architecture
We use a fully convolutional network [50] with d + 1 layers. The first Finally, The last layer is a padded 3×3 convolution that outputs a single channel, which is the network output. It is followed by a sigmoid activation to force S into the range [0, 1]. We choose the network depth d as the only hyperparameter of our network and report the trade-off between computation time and performance that results from varying it (see Fig. 6 ). Based on this, we set the default depth of the network to d = 16. Fig. 4 shows the trade-off between succinctness and pose estimate accuracy as we vary k, the required inlier count. Succinctness is summarized with AUC-20, while both rotation and position errors are summarized with AUC-1. We do not show results of ORB, Harris and FAST because all of them perform equally to or worse than SIFT. From our networks, we only show the results for the network trained on all training datasets with the P3P method (only image pairs sampled from TUM mono are treated with the KLT method). This network has the best overall performance. See Section 9.2 in the supplementary material for a detailed analysis of the different networks.
Results
As one would expect, increasing k results in better pose accuracy but worse succinctness: More required inliers allow a more accurate pose estimation, but also require more interest points to be extracted in the first place. For pose accuracy, however, a plateau is reached almost universally at k = 10. An exception is the rotation accuracy in Euroc, which continues to improve as k increases beyond 10. This could be due to the fact that the images in Euroc have a lower resolution than the images in the other datasets. We can see that our best network outperforms the best baseline, LIFT, on all datasets. Surprising results are the poor succinctness of PredMatch, the excellent relative pose quality of DDET on Euroc and the poor relative pose quality of SIFT on Euroc. We believe that the poor succinctness of PredMatch is simply due to the fact that it has been originally trained and evaluated with much higher interest point counts than 200, which is our upper bound. With the absence of a mechanism that would ensure consistent ranking of scores, good performance at high interest point counts would not necessarily transfer to good performance at low interest point counts (Fig. 3) . What redeems PredMatch is its pose estimation accuracy which is typically higher than the one of the SIFT detector (its original baseline), especially in the Euroc dataset. The performance gap between SIFT and DDET on Euroc can be explained with the high amount of repetitive features, such as checker- boards, heaters and patterns on the floor, that are present in the dataset. We could verify that SIFT would detect a large amount of such repetitive features, while DDET seems to be exceptionally good at avoiding them. Succinctness curves for k = 10 are shown in Fig. 5 . As we can see, our network can achieve essentially the highest success rate for getting 10 inliers extracting only 100 interest points, while only marginally worse success rates can already be achieved on KITTI and Euroc with only 50 extracted interest points. These values of course depend on the maximum distances δ t and δ R which we impose on the image pairs selected for evaluation. Stronger viewpoint changes would likely require more points to be extracted. Fig. 6 shows the trade-off between execution time and succinctness as the depth of the network is increased, evaluated on the validation data of the KITTI dataset. Here, the forward pass time only of the neural network, that is, obtaining S i from I i , is measured. Surprisingly good results can be achieved with a depth as low as 3 (d = 2), succinctness comparable to LIFT is achieved at d = 8 and a plateau is reached at d = 16, which we thus choose as default depth for our network. Unsurprisingly, the time of a forward pass grows linearly with the network depth. Compared to detection times of traditional feature detectors, the forward pass time of our network at a depth of say d = 16 may seem to be high for practical purposes, but we believe that, with recent developments in hardware-accelerated inference engines [51, 52, 53] , this will become virtually a non-issue in the near future. Compare this to LIFT, where the same forward pass (sum over multiple scales) takes 650 milliseconds in total.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a new, unsupervised training method for an interest point detector. Rather than just aiming at repeatability at high interest point counts, we explicitly target extracting as few interest points as necessary while achieving good relative pose estimates. We quantify this using a novel metric we call succinctness and simultaneously quantify the quality of the relative pose estimate. With respect to these metrics, we show that our approach outperforms a variety of previous methods on datasets which represent realistic pose estimation scenarios for autonomous cars and drones.
Succinctness is achieved by using a mixture of inlier reinforcement and enforcing consistent ranking. The training method uses structure-from-motion in the loop, including non-maximum-suppression, interest point description and matching, and inlier and outlier distinction using either P3P RANSAC or LucasKanade tracking. Due to that, the network can adapt to the particularities and needs of these components. Since the loss only depends on the inliers and outliers estimated in the forward pass, no ground truth information is required from training image sequences. Finally, the full code of the method will be made publicly available. Robotcar Robotcar is an extensive dataset, with many sequences recorded over the same trajectory across different seasons and times of day. In this paper, however, we do not tackle the aspect of these appearance changes, but use the dataset because it provides ground truth poses for every camera frame, which we need for evaluation. In the Robotcar dataset, we are faced with the problem that all datasets are taken either on the main route or on a very small alternative route. Thus, in order to provide a rich training set while still allowing testing on the main route, we use a geographical subdivision of the main route for the training, validation and testing split. See Fig. 7 for a visualization of the splitting. Additionally to the training data on the main route, we use the alternative route as a source of training data. From the main route, we use sequence 2014-07-14-14-49-50 and from the alternative route the sequences 2014-05-19-12-51-39 and 2014-06-26-08-53-56. Finally, we crop the bottom 160 pixels of the images because they mainly contain the hood of the car.
Euroc Euroc is used for testing only, and we use sequence V1 01.
TUM mono We use the indoor sequences 01, 02, 03 and the outdoor sequences 48, 49 and 50, for training with the KLT method only.
Performance of different networks
We can see in Fig. 8 that while networks trained on similar data perform better than networks trained on completely different data, the network trained on all training datasets performs best overall, usually performing similarly to the networks trained on similar data only. For the Euroc dataset, where no similar data was available, several networks perform similarly, but more importantly, the network trained with all data has a slight advantage over the other networks. Another thing that is clear from the results is that training with the P3P method is preferable to training with the KLT method. 
